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Intel hints at IS
operation to
free Bhatkal

I CHANGED my name

THANKSGIVING

from Milan Rajeshkumar
Shah to Meena Rajesh
Shah. Plot No. 286/13,
Chirakut
Apparment
Sec: 28 Gandhinagar

I HAVE changed my
name from Ishvarbhai
Motibhai Patel to Ishwarbhai Motibhai Patel.
12, Manav Mandir Plot
area Borisana-8 Kalol

THANK YOU St.Jude
for
favours
granted
From: Pooja Jadeja

CHANGE OF NAME

I

HAVE changed my
name from Sikka Shersingh
Ramswarup
to
Sikka Mohit Ramswaruo
Resi: Block no. 563/B ,Jawahar colony, Sardarnagar, Ahmedabad

I CHANGED my name
from M.Juber M.Nazir to
Shaikh
Mohammad
Juber Mohammad Nazir.
Add. B-203, Hillpark Resi.
Naroda Vatwa Rd, A'bad.

I

HAVE changed my
name from Sethi Mamta
Babulal to Sikka Ruchi
Mohit, Resi: Block no.
563/B, Jawahar colony,
Sardarnagar, A'bad

I HAVE changed my
name from Dharmishthaben Natvarlal Makwana to Dharmishtha
Bhupendrakumar Yadav.
B-401, Ashirvad Residency, Paldi, A’bad

HAVE changed my
name from Javidkhan
Hamidkhan Pathan to
Javed Hamidkhan Khan.
A-46 Tahura Park, opp
Taef
nagar, Tandalja
road, Vadodara- 390020

I CHANGED my name
from Patel Upeksha Pankajkumar to Patel Upexa
Himansu
C/8,
Amar
Appartment, Meghaninagar, Ahmedabad.

I

HAVE changed my
name from Nitakumari
Josef Parmar to Nitaben
Grayesh Macwan. C/29,
Upatyaka Society, Vatva,
A’bad

I HAVE changed my
name from Harishaben
Nagjibhai Hirpara to
Nishaben
Jagdishbhai
Sudani. D-104, Shantiniketan-1 Nikol Ahmedabad

2 raids on drug mafia
yield zero result
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Ahmedabad: Anti-terrorist
squad (ATS) sleuths spent the
whole night keeping a close
watch on a suspected drug peddler who was to arrive with a
consignment of charas near
CTM cross roads. The suspect
did arrive but there was no
charas consignment with him,
according to ATS sources.
Surprisingly, this is the second raid in which the cops reportedly had to return emptyhanded. Earlier this week, Ellisbridge police conducted a
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I

MY OLD name was
Tanushree
Baishnab,
now it is changed to
Trisha Baishnab. Add: A1, Amar Hou. Soc., Makarpura Rd, Vadodara -10

search operation in a hotel in
the area on suspicion of a drug
mafiapresent there.
“Ellisbridge cops did find
the suspected drug mafia with
his girlfriend in the hotel but
could not find the drug consignment” said a police official.
Senior police sources said
somehow or the other, the raids
have not been successful.
“Drug mafia seem to be a step
ahead than the cops. We are also inquiring whether the raid
information in the both the
cases were leaked or not,” said
asenior police official.

Ahmedabad: After central intelligence agencies intercepted calls
made from Hyderabad jail allegedly by Indian Mujahideen operative
Yasin Bhatkal, the agency on 15 July sounded an alert across several
states including Gujarat that Bhatkal could escape from jail or while
being taken for court production
with the help of ISIS helpers.
Sources from Gujarat police
confirm that they have received the
security inputs. “The alert says
that information pertaining to persons connected with the ISIS are
somewhere in the country and may
help Bhatkal escape. We have put
the security detail in Gujarat on
alert,” added a source from ATS.
Sunday is the seventh anniversary of the serial blasts which took
place on 26th July 2008. “For that reason too we have requested Sabarmati jail authorities to take extra
precautions with regard to security arrangements for IM suspects
lodged in the jail,” said an official.
According to sources, Bhatkal
allegedly told his wife over the
phone that people from Damascus
are helping him.
“However the input generated
by the agency claims that persons
connected to ISIS could already be
in the country. Not only that, IM
suspects lodged in Bihar jail could
also contact Bhatkal, hence securi-

Ahmedabad: The Riverfront (W)
police arrested a 22-year-old youth
on Thursday for the murder of a
man on the platform of the zip line
ride on the Sabarmati Riverfront on
Wednesday. Police said that the murder took place over a feud to collect
coconuts discarded into the river.
On Thursday, Piyush Parmar, an
employee of the zip line ride operators, was checking the ropes in the
morning when he found the body of
a man wrapped in a quilt on the first
level of the platform.
The victim had been bludgeoned
to death. Police had identified the
victim as Azad alias Bihari, who
used to live on the banks of the river
and collected coconuts and coins
thrown into the river from the
bridges.
“We have arrested Pravin Mak-

Ahmedabad: International exposure was the main attraction for
2015-19 batch of B Tech students
joining Indian Institute of Technology, Gandhinagar (IIT-Gn) this year.
As 136 students from across the
country joined the five-week-long
Foundation Programme on Thursday, many said that they chose IITGn for its good international exposure. The five-week-long Founda-

wana, 22, a footpath dweller in the
Jamalpur area, for the murder,” said
R V Desai, in-charge inspector of the
Riverfront (W) police station. “He
was in hiding in the city. A team
caught him after receiving information about him. He has confessed to
the crime.” During questioning,
Makwana said that he also collected
coconuts. One gets up to Rs 3 for a
good coconut and 30 to 40 coconuts
are usually found below the bridges.
Makwana had has altercations with
Azad a few times
On Wednesday, Azad, high on liquor, had confronted Makwana on
the Jamalpur Bridge with a couple
of other persons and had beaten him
up for operating in the area. Makwana knew that Azad used to sleep on
the ride’s platform.
“He dropped a heavy stone on
Azad’s face, not giving him any time
to react,” said Desai.

AIPMT: Latecomers
denied entry to centre

Some of the students who could not make it in time

Ahmedabad: Around 30
students were denied entry
at three different examination centres for the All India Pre-Medical Test for
turning up late only by a
few minutes. This created
tension at the examination
hall as the parents cited
heavy rains and delay of
train as the reason of delay.
The students missed
the exam were those who
had come from nearby
states like Maharashtra,
Rajasthan. Students even
from other parts of the

state missed the exam. The
students claimed that the
area was new to them and
hence they could not locate
the centres.
However, the Central
Board of Secondary Education officials on duty at centres had made it clear that
no student will be allowed
entry after 9.30 am. In order
to curb cheating, the board
had selected only those
schools which had CCTV
cameras. In addition to
that, they also had video recordings at all the centres.

CITY DIGEST

Admissions for bachelor
courses resume
The admission for the bachelor of commerce, bachelor of
computer application, and bachelor of business administration began from Saturday. There are about 5,000 seats
vacant open to students who failed to secure admission
in the first and the second round. The diploma to degree
engineering had over 24,919 seats vacant. Against the
38,527 seats which were available only 17,006 students
applied for admissions. The merit list was declared for
16,195 students and of these only 13,608 students were
allotted seats after the first round of admissions.

Security has been tightened on the
7th anniversary of Ahmedabad blasts

ty arrangements around Bhatkal
need to be tightened and extra precautions taken when he is being
taken to court,” said a police
source.
Bhatkal and his associate Asadullah alias Haddi were tracked
down by the Central IB and NIA in a
joint operation from the Indo-Nepal border in October 2013. Bhatkal
is accused of being involved in several serial bombings in the country.
“He is also an accused in the
2008 Ahmedabad serial blasts in
which more than 57 people were
killed and over 200 rendered injured,” said a senior police official.
More than 70 accused have been
arrested in the case while about 15
Indian Mujahideen suspects are
still absconding.
Ahmedabad police had demanded Bhatkal’s custody but the
Hyderabad police had denied it.

Int’l exposure main draw at IIT-Gn

Riverfront murder:
Police arrest youth
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

5

tion Programme aims to immerse
the students into various qualities
of life before they begin their engineering curriculum.
The batch received students
from 17 states from across the nation. While there were 14 students
from Gujarat, 27 came from Rajashtan—the highest in number. The
batch also had 22 students from UP
and 17 from Maharashtra. TNN

